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en route: 

photographed by steve yennie

The overnight bus pulls into the Valparaíso terminal just  
after 6 a.m., and not even the early morning veil of fog 
blanketing the city can dampen its feverish energy. In the 
cab to the hotel, we pass hillsides dotted with pastel-
colored homes, crumbling sidewalks, and colorful graffiti. 
I’m already hooked.

Considered the cultural capital of Chile, Valpo (as it’s 
known locally) is a port city steeped in historical grandeur 
and visual stimuli. It’s a mecca for bohemians, artists,  
and flâneurs who are drawn to its labyrinth of vibrant streets 
overlooking the sea.

The best way to experience the city is on foot, or by 
ascensor—ancient cable cars that still creak their way up  
the steep hills. I decide to walk up to La Sebastiana, the 
former home of poet Pablo Neruda. The eclectic building 
pays homage to Neruda’s passion for collecting obscure 
items, like a cow-shaped porcelain punch bowl and a  
brass Chinese diorama.

From here, it’s a 15-minute walk to the open-air museum 
Museo al Cielo Abierto in Cerro Bellavista, which showcases 
abstract murals by local artists. Because nearly every surface 
of the city is covered in some expression of spray paint, 
faded placards with the murals’ titles are the only distinction 
between everyday street art and the work chosen for display.

After a heated Tetris battle in Plaza Simón Bolívar’s 
outdoor arcade, I stop in for a drink at Cinzano, a local haunt 
founded in 1896. The old-timers performing tango music  
here have been packing the house for the past 50 years. 

TOP RIGHT: the 
cluttered walls 
of the color café 
are covered in 
customer’s artwork 
and doodle-filled 
napkins. HERE: a 
view of valparaiso 
rooftops from pablo 
neruda’s house. the 
poet considered the 
pacific ocean his 
backyard. INSET: he 
swings through the 
air with the great-
est of ease…the 
in-house trapeze at 
casa verde limon.

 valparaíso, chileurban 
planning

stay
Esplendor Savoy 
Hotel
Refined, yet subtle, 
with French neoclas-
sical flair thrown in for 
good measure—rooms 
start at $62.
San Lorenzo 1022
esplendorsavoyro-
sario.com

eat
Victoria Café
Housed in an old 
brick building, this 
café-bar serves great 
prix-fixe lunches.
1601 San Lorenzo 
at Roca.

shop 
Cordoba Street
Rosario’s pedestrian-
only shopping hub.
800 Cordoba St. 

stay
Pousada Marujo
Immaculate apartments, 
complete with a living 
room, kitchen, and  
two of the nicest hosts 
you’ll ever meet.
Rod. João Gualberto 
Soares, 17-421 
Barra da Lagoa
guesthousemarujo.net

see
Praia Mole
Where the buxom, 
bronze, and beautiful 
go to play.
praiamole.com.br

A beautiful, buzzing town located in Brazil’s affluent South, 
Florianópolis is about the closest to paradise that I have 
ever come. Subtropical weather, unspoiled lakes, designer 
shopping, and private beaches with denizens who look like 
swimsuit models make this region a favorite among moneyed 
South Americans. Florianópolis is also the gateway to Ilha 
de Santa Catarina, the number one destination for beach 
reveling and chi-cleansing.

The city’s historic center is lined with shopping malls, 
quaint hotels, and colonial architecture, but most people—
unless they’re here to sight-see or indulge in a by-the-kilo 
buffet—head directly across the bridge to the mainland’s 
utopian island counterpart, Ilha de Santa Catarina.

The beaches here run the gamut from lively to tranquil; 
it’s hard to settle on just one. Between the screaming kids 
and lip-locking couples, it’s difficult to carve out a square 
of sand at Praia de Joaquina, the beach I explore first. The 
uproar is made more tolerable by the woman whipping up 
excellent homemade caipirinhas (Brazil’s national cocktail, 
made with cachaça, sugar, and lime) under a tent and by the 
vendors who walk up and down the beach, hawking skewers 
of grilled cheese and corn on the cob. The next day, I trek  
a trail through the jungle to arrive at Praia Mole, known for its 
cobalt waters, good surf, and beautiful people—rather than 
familial ruckus. I spend the remainder of my time eating fresh 
fish at dockside restaurants, watching the locals hunt for 
crab in the lake, and taking water taxis around the island. 

TOP RIGHT: fishing 
is a way of life 
on ilha de santa 
catarina. despite 
the tourist boom, 
untouched fishing 
villages still domi-
nate the southern 
part of the island. 
TOP INSET: local 
boys showing off in 
the canal connecting 
lagoa da conceição 
to the atlantic 
ocean. BOTTOM INSET: 
fresh, locally-
caught fish is found 
on every menu on the 
island. pairs well 
with caipirinhas.  

the plaza 25 de mayo is a popular hangout among 
rosario locals, especially on summer nights.

 rosario, argentina
Just a four-hour drive northwest of Buenos Aires, Rosario 
is unofficially Argentina’s second city. There is a wealth of 
museums, galleries, and bars; artists, musicians, and punks 
dominate the riverside city where Che Guevara was born. 
From what I’ve heard about the mood of the place—at turns 
both laid-back and hedonistic—I plan to spend my days 
relaxing and my nights carousing.  

I unknowingly arrive in the middle of Fiesta de las 
Colectividades, a waterfront affair where locals dress up  
in costumes and serve traditional food and drink from 
countries all over the world. I say traditional in the loosest 
sense of the word—the Japan stand is serving chicken onigiri, 
and I may have had the worlds’ worst falafel, care of Israel.  
I wash it all down with two strong vodka drinks from Russia, 
and watch a lonely fire-eater for a while before calling it a night.  

The next day, I catch a bus to Playa la Florida, a private 
beach on the Paraná River with several restaurants and a 
disco right on the sand. The summer droves won’t be here for 
at least a month, and the beach is almost entirely vacant. But 
considering the white sand and casual atmosphere, it’s pretty 
easy to imagine it morphing into a Vegas-style pool party.

Though bad weather prevents a planned ferry trip across 
the river to Isla Espinillo, one of Rosario’s party-haven 
islands, a pitcher of sangria and a riverside sunset makes  
a good alternative.  

 florianópolis, brazil

stay
Casa Verde Limon
High ceilings, quirky 
décor, and a real 
trapeze suspended  
from the rafters.
Cumming 196,  
Cerro Cárcel
casaverdelimon.com

eat
Jardin del Prefeta
The best place  
for tofu quiche.
Condell 1228

drink
Cinzano
Enjoy a dry martini 
and old-fashioned 
entertainment.
Plaza Aníbal  
Pinto 1182
barcinzano.cl

see
La Sebastiana
Pablo Neruda’s  
house in the hills. 
Ferrari 692
fundacionneruda.org

AH, SOUTH AMERICA—home  
of Shakira, the Amazon, and 
Carnaval. A place where fútbol 
fanatics, samba rhythms,   
and a continent-wide lust for life 
intertwine. But South America  
is also a place of hidden natural 
wonders, untamed coastlines,  
and exhilarating cities. Valparaíso 
in Chile, Rosario in Argentina, and 
Florianópolis in Brazil are three 
such cities quietly making their 
marks on South America’s cultural 
landscape. by jennifer pappas


